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Despite Upbeat June Data, Yields Fell to Record Lows Amid Signs of a Slowing Recovery as the Fed Reiterated Easy Policy Stance and Congress Argued Over More Aid

July ended with the BEA confirming what the markets, economists, and public policymakers began to perceive as early as March. The spread of COVID-19 and the stringent
government efforts to slow the contagion led to an historic contraction of the economy in the second quarter. The economy shrank at a record 32.9% annualized rate, or by
$1.8 trillion, as personal consumption plummeted 34.6%, business investment sank 27.0%, housing slumped 38.7%, state and local government spending dropped 5.6%,
and inventories contracted $315.5B, subtracting 4.0% from growth. Hardly offsetting those declines, federal government spending rose 17.4% and a shrinking trade deficit
added 0.7% to the headline figure. While ghastly, the figures were not surprising and provided further vindication for the swift and sizable response from the Fed and
Congress to prop up the economy with emergency stimulus measures.

However, the more crucial question related to the trajectory of the economic recovery that began to show up in data in May. On balance, traditional data released in July
confirmed the recovery remained afoot in June. The payroll report showed the labor market continued to heal at a more brisk pace than was expected. Hiring topped
estimates for a second month with 4.8 million jobs added. Unemployment remained tragically high at 11.1% but came in below the 12.5% expected and workers who had
left the labor force returned, lifting participation from 60.8% to 61.5%. The retail sales data showed a continued revival for consumer spending. The housing data continued
to heat back up. Business investment in equipment rose more than expected. While both remained well below pre-pandemic levels, industrial and manufacturing
production posted their sharpest monthly gains since before the 1960s. And both ISM reports handily topped estimates for how broad the recovery would be.

Fed Chair Powell, however, struck a notably dovish tone in his press conference following the July meeting. The Committee left policy unchanged and explicitly linked
future economic outcomes to the path of the virus. Fed Chair Powell acknowledged some improvement in activity in June, which was also highlighted in the Statement, but
cautioned that more recent data signal the recovery may be slowing. Not only did reopening the economy lead to a recovery of economic activity as consumers emerged
from their homes, the looser restrictions also led to a notable resurgence of virus infections across the country. From April 1 through mid-June, the 7-day average for new
daily infections trended around 25,000. By the end of July, that metric had climbed to trend around 65,000. While much of the increase can be attributed to increased
testing, the positivity rate also inched higher from mid-June and hospitalizations climbed and became a concern in certain areas.

Chair Powell addressed these developments, saying that “what that data show on balance is that the pace of the recovery looks like it has slowed since the cases began
that spike in June.” Referencing trends in several “nonstandard, high-frequency” reports, which have also become popular among private economists considering the need
to monitor economic activity in real-time, Powell pointed to a pullback in card transactions, lower hotel occupancy, a slowdown in mobility trends, and slower hiring by
small businesses. Initial jobless claims, the most concurrent traditional dataset, rose in the final two weeks of July and for the first time since March. Adding to the
concerns, the top two consumer confidence surveys cooled in July after some recovery in May and June.

Fears the perniciously persistent virus was disrupting an early recovery sharpened the focus on negotiations for more fiscal stimulus, a force Powell said was “essential” to
continued recovery. The effects of past stimulus measures were most evident in personal income data, where one-time emergency payments more than offset a decline in
wages. However, those payments continued to subside in June and growing support from enhanced and expanded unemployment benefits expired as Congress failed to
bridge two wildly different aid proposals. As a result of the monthly developoments, Treasury yields as far out as 10 years ended July at record-low levels.
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Both ISM surveys handily
beat expectations in June, 
reinforcing other signs of 
early economic recovery

The June jobs report easily beat 
expectations with 4.8MM (3.2MM 
expected) jobs recovered and 
unemployment dropping from 13.3% to 
11.1% despite a recovery in 
participation from 60.8% to 61.5%

House passed the 
Senate's bill to extend 
the PPP program 
through August 8

Gilead announced its 
remdesivir drug increased 

the likelihood of a quick 
recovery and reduced 

mortality risk

Treasury announced a record
deficit in June of $864B, raising 
the 12-month deficit to just under 
$3T (13.8% of GDP, one of the 
highest ever recorded)

Pfizer/BioNTech received 
FDA fast track approval 
for a couple of vaccine 
candidates

California announced one of the 
most significant rollbacks of a 
reopening yet as 
cases/hospitalizations jumped

President Trump signed 
sanctions on China for its 
national security legislation 
related to Hong Kong

Industrial production 
and retail sales both 
snapped higher in June,
pointing to continuation 
of May's recovery

UM consumer 
sentiment fell 
unexpectedly

in July

EU countries reached an 
historic agreement to 
issue common debt for 
the first time to support a 
€750B recovery fund

The U.S. demanded China close its Houston 
consulate in response to data theft allegations; 
China later retaliated by demanding the U.S. close 
its consulate in Chengdu

Potentially impacted by seasonal 
adjustment issues but adding to concerns 
about slowing recovery, initial jobless 
claims rose for the first time since March

EU PMIs were much stronger than 
expected in July; U.S. PMIs came 
up short of estimates and services 
continued to contract

A research article 
confirmed 
positive immune 
responses to 
vaccine from 
Oxford and 
AstraZeneca

Senate GOP proposed a 
$1T stimulus bill with 
direct consumer 
payments but smaller 
unemployment bonus, 
among the key 
provisions

The Fed left policy unchanged but Chair Powell 
said the recovery appeared to be slowing and 
stressed more (fiscal and monetary) would 
need to be done

The $600 weekly federal 
unemployment bonus 
expired as Congress failed 
to strike quick compromise

U.S. GDP shrank 
by a record 32.9% 
in 2Q; the EU 
economy shrank 
at a 40% 
annualized rate
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Value
Dow Jones 26,428 2.38% h 2.38% h -7.39% i
S&P 500 3,271 5.51% h 5.51% h 1.25% h
Nasdaq 10,745 6.82% h 6.82% h 19.76% h

Stoxx Europe 600 356 -1.11% i -1.11% i -14.31% i
China CSI 300 4,695 12.75% h 12.75% h 14.61% h
Nikkei 225 21,710 -2.59% i -2.59% i -8.23% i

Yield

U.S. 2-year 0.11% -4.3 i -4.3 i -146.4 i
U.S. 5-year 0.20% -8.3 i -8.3 i -148.7 i
U.S. 10-year 0.53% -12.8 i -12.8 i -138.9 i

German 10-year -0.52% -7.0 i -7.0 i -33.9 i
U.K. 10-year 0.10% -6.8 i -6.8 i -71.8 i
French 10-year -0.19% -8.1 i -8.1 i -31.0 i
Italian 10-year 1.01% -24.5 i -24.5 i -39.9 i
Japanese 10-year 0.02% -0.8 i -0.8 i 3.1 h

Value
WTI Crude 40.27$ 2.55% h 2.55% h -34.05% i
U.S. Dollar 93.35 -4.15% i -4.15% i -3.15% i
Gold Spot 1,976 10.94% h 10.94% h 30.23% h
Commodity Index 68.68 5.70% h 5.70% h -15.10% i

Existing Home Sales MoM New Home Sales MoM Core Retail Sales

ISM Manufacturing Manufacturing Production

INTENDED FOR INSTITUTIONAL INVESTORS ONLY. The information included herein has been obtained from sources deemed reliable, but it is not in any way guaranteed, and it, together with any
opinions expressed, is subject to change at any time. Any and all details offered in this publication are preliminary and are therefore subject to change at any time. This has been prepared for
general information purposes only and does not consider the specific investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any individual or institution. This information is, by its very
nature, incomplete and specifically lacks information critical to making final investment decisions. Investors should seek financial advice as to the appropriateness of investing in any securities or
investment strategies mentioned or recommended. The accuracy of the financial projections is dependent on the occurrence of future events which cannot be assured; therefore, the actual results
achieved during the projection period may vary from the projections. Interest rate swaps and derivatives are offered and sold via Vining Sparks Interest Rate Products, LLC. The firm may have
positions, long or short, in any or all securities mentioned.  Member FINRA/SIPC.
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Hiring continued to recover more quickly than expected, although 
rising jobless claims created some worries of slowing

Business investment 
remained resilient despite 

significant headwinds

Retail sales rose more than expected but cooling 
confidence measures stirred some concern

ISM surveys showed broad economic 
improvement continued in June

The housing data continued to heat back up as 
rates fell to record lows

Best month since 1946 
(still well below early-

year levels)


